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　The main aim of this article^'' is to consider the meaning of, and the relation
between,
two of Locke's concepts ― ‘light of nature' and ‘light of reason'一which are mainly
found in
his t゛ｏ works: Ｅｓｓａ＼iｓ　ｏｎ　the Ｌａ･ｗ ｏｆ ｌｉａｔｕｒｅ and Ａ７１ Ｅｓｓａｙ ｃｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｇ Ｈｕｍａｎ
Ｕｎｄｅｒｓｔａｎｄｉｎｇ.
In the course of Ｅｓｓａｙｓ ０７１ tｈｅ　Ｌ,ａｘｖ ｏｆ Ｎａtｕｒｅ・we find a substantial change in the concept
of the‘light of nature' from ａ traditional concept to an empirical one ； while in
Book IV of
Ａ７１ Ｅｓｓａ:ｙ ｃｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｇ Ｈｕｍａｎ　Ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｉｎｇ the ‘light of ｎａtμΓｅ’ and the
‘light of reason'
undergo ａ further change. ａ change not unconnected with the concept of intuition which
he
introduces in that book.
　In interpreting Locke's system, it must be noted, first of all, that Locke's main
interest
throughout his works was,･firstly, the establishment of moral principles by the same certain
method as characterises mathematics, and, secondly, the knowledge of
Ｇｏｄ（2）.Ａｎｏtheｒ point
to note is that there is ａ common theory of knowledge which runs through his consideration
of these problems.
　Dr. Ｗ. von Leyden has already pointed out that the common principle of knowledge
throughout Locke lies in his phrase‘light of nature≒　that is : the joint exercise of sense-
perception ａｎｄrｅａＳｏｎ.（9）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‘
　In the first part of this article, I should like to consider this epistemological principle of
Locke's and ａ relevant problem in the Ｅｓｓａｙｓ ｏｎ tｈｅ ｈａｉｏ　ｏｆ Ｎａtｕｒｅ一ａ work which seems to
me to provide the keystone of any understanding of
垣S theory of knowledge. ‘ In the second
part, however, we shall consider the development that took place in Locke's view of the two
closely related concepts of the ‘light of nature' and the
‘light of reasonﾀ.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（1）
　The Ｅｓｓａｙｓ ｏｎ 硫ｅ Ｌａｗ ｏｆ Ｎａtｕｒｅ　ａｉｅ eight in number and were written as the manuscript
Nｏtｅ
(1)The first part of this article is ａ much shortened version of my ‘The Problem of Knowledge of
　John Ｌｏｃ気心Ｔｅtｓｕｇａｋｕ- Ｋｅｎりｕ(Ｔｈｅ Ｊｏｕｒｎａｌ　ｏｆ　Philoｓｏがkical Sはｄｉｅｓ), No. 475, 476, 1961,
　Kyoto Tetsugaku-kai (Ｋyｏto Philosophical Society), University of Kyoto, Japan. The second part was
　written in development of my study during my stay in Oxford, 1961-1962. I wish to acknowledge
　many fruitful discussions with Professor l. T. Ramsey of Oriel College, Oχford, who kindly
　commented on this version of the paper. l would also like to thank Mr. Edwin Ardener of Queen
　Elizabeth House, Oxford, for his invaluable suggestions for the improvement of its style.
(2) J. W. Gough, Ｊｏｋｎ Ｌｏｃｋ'ｓPolitical PHiloｓｏ＊Ｈｊｉ,　W54，　pp. 5-6.
　　R. I. Aaron and Ｊ. Gibb, Ａｎ ＥａｒりＬ)ｒａｆt ｏｆ Ｌｏｃｋｅ’ｓＥｓｓａｙ， 1936, pp. 116.
　　Locke's ＪｏｉＬｒｎａｌ　ior26 June 1681.
　　Lord King, Ｔｈｅ Ｌｉｆｅ　ｏｆＪｏｈｎＬｏｃｋｅ， 1829, ｐ. 23.
(3) W. von Leyden, 　ＪｏｈｎＬｏｃｆｅｃ:Ｕｓｓａｙｓｏｎ tｈｅＬａｘｏ　ｏｆＮａtｕｒｅ， WS4(tｏ which l am indebted in
　this article).
　　Ibid.,‘John Locke and Natural Ｌａｗ≒PKiloｓｏ＊り, vol.χχi, no. 116. January, 1956, p. 23.
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for the lectures he gave from 1660 to 1664 at the University of Oxford. They show his ideas
on the Law of Nature, and his theory of knowledge, in the almost completed form in which
they are found in his later worksごＴ-ｌｏｏ Ｔｒｅａｔｉｓｅｓｏｆ Ｃｉ。il Goｖｅｒｒａｎぶ£ａｉvd A7i ＥｓｓＯＴ　ｃｏｎ.-
ｃｅｒｎｉｎｇ　Ｈｕｍ°Ｉ ＵｎｄｅｒｓｔａＴｉｄｉｎｇ.（1）ｌｎＥｓｓａｊｐｓ０７１ｔｈｅ Ｌａｖt) ｏｆ Ｎａｔｕｒie，・Lxicke uses the phrase
‘light of nature' and ‘light of reason≒to describe the process of enlightenmenレby which the
Law of Nature becomes known to Man. Reference to the ‘light of nature' can be also found
in the two later works, but in the first essay of the earlier work, there is ａ more rationalistic
tendency evident in his concept of the Law of Nature, the idea of the ‘light of nature' being
used there in the same sense as the ‘light of reason'. In what follows l hope to make clear
the change which took place in the content of Locke's concept of ‘light of nature', ａ change
from ａ merely rationalistic to an empirical sense.　　　　　　　　　　　，
　In the first essay of his Ｅｓｓａｖｓｏｎ tｌｉｅＬａｔｏ 可･Ｎａ£ｕｒｅ．Locke says : “Hence, this law of
nature can be described as being the decree of the divine will discernible by the light of nature
and indicating what is and what is not in conformity with rational nature; and for this very
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1J
reason commanding or prohibitingべ2）･Dr. von Leyden points out that this definition of the
Law of Nature is the same as that of Hugo Ｇｒｏtiｕs.（3）Ｌｏｃｋｅ says in the same essay,“...It
〔the Law of Nature〕is sufficiently known to men because it can be perceived by the light of
nature alone”.（4）Ａｎｄ he also says, “l say that natural law can be known by reason, but from
this it does not necessarily follow that it is known to any and every one. For there are some
who make no use of the light of reason but prefer darkness and would not wish to show
themselves”.ぐ゜）AS far as the description here goes, the Law of Nature is identical with the
law of reason, and with the law of Ｇｏｄ.Ｔｈｅ‘light of nature' is the traditional concept of
‘lumen naturale≒meaning the reason that is in ･common with the reason of God.
　But in the second essay entitled, “Can the Law of Nature be known by the Light of Nature ？
Yes.”, Locke says,“Now we maintain that the way in which we arrive at the knowledge of
this law is by the light of nature as opposed to other ways of knowledge”･（6）Ａｎｄ making
stil】clearer　that　the‘light of nature' is not　the same as that‘inward　light', when that is
traditionally supposed, like the innate ideas which were its natural object, to be planted in
Man at his birth. he says, “Rather, by saying that something can be known by the light
of nature, we mean nothing else but that there is some sort of truth to the knowledge of which
a man can attain by himself and without the he】p of another. if he makes proper use of the
faculties　he is endowed with by nature'い7）Ｈｅｒｅﾀ　Locke's‘light of nature' comes　to have a
different meaning from that in his first essay, which was altogether rationalistic, and the phrase :
‘by himself and without the help of another' must be understood as denying that innate ideas
were intermediaries.
　As we have seen above, the Law of Nature　is the Law of God, which　God, who is the
?????????―
????
???
Cf. W. von Leyden, op. cit., the author's introduction, p.1･1.
Y7. 　Ｖon Leyden･ ｐ.　111.
Hugo Grotius, De Jus Belli ac Pacis, lib. I, chap, i, sec. 10, par. 1
1V. von Leyden, op. cit., p. 113.　　　　　　　　　　　　‘，
Ibid., p. 115.
Ibid., p. 123.
Ibid.
ろcreator of human nature, has given Man as the Law of Reason ； and it is the command of
God as ‘an Elementa卜Rule to all ｍｅｎソ1）Ｔｈｅ denial of innate ideas is one of the aspects
for which Ａｎ Ｅｓｓａｙ・ｃｗｉｃｅｒｎｉｎｇＨｕｍａｎ Ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｉｎｇｉｓ celebrated, although we find it also
in the second essay……ｏ゛f･theＬａｘｏｏｆＮａtiH-ｅタ）Thiｓ denial does not mean the denial of every
kind of natural faculty, nor does　the expression : ‘the faculty he is endowed with by nature≒
mean an ａ伍rmation of the ｅχistence of innate ideas. When Locke, in the second essayi
discusses the components of the process whereby the Law of Nature may be known･ it becomes
clearer that this faculty is more than reason alone.　He says that the foundation of the knowledge
of the Law of Nature lies in‘those things which we perceive through our sense', and “From
these things, then, reason and power of arguing. . .　advance to the notion of the maker of
these things, and at last　they conclude and establish for themselves as certain that some
Deity is the author of all these things”. m It will be clear that for Locke the Law of Nature
can be known by sense and reason jointly exercised ； this is the characteristic faculty of human
nature, and Locke names this joint exercise of sense and reason:　‘light of nature'. The actual
procedure is described :　sense presents　to　reason ideas of individual　sensible objects, reason
then composes an image of these objects from the ideas presented, and in this way we at last
reach knowledge of the Law of Nature. At the same time, Locke thinks that the Law of
Nature is in conformity with the ‘nature' of Man. Human nature, as here referred to, is the
totality of the faculties of Man. It does not mean ‘reason' in any narrower sense of the
word, although　Locke, in the same place, states that reason and the power of argument are
both distinctive marks of men.
　In the fourth essay, we are told that reason attains knowledge of the Law of Nature through
sense･experience, and that sense-eχperience is the basis of our knowledge of the Law of Nature.
At the same time, the specific role of the‘light of nature' is also described, in much the
same way as in Ａ！ＩＥｓｓａｙｃｏｔｉｃｅｒ？ｌｉｎｇＨｕｍａｎ　Ｕｎｄｅｒｓ£ａｎｄｉｎｇ･　TheＬａ゛ of Nature can be
known by the ‘light of nature≒which is “Indeed, our only guide when we are entering the
course of life, and whichj amid the various intricacies of duties, avoiding the rough road of
vice on one side and　the by-way of error on　the other, leads us to that height of virtue and
felicity whereto　the gods invite and nature alone tends.”He continues :“But　this light of
nature lies hidden in darkness and it seems more difficult to know what it is than whither it
leads..., this light of nature　is neither tradition nor some inward moral principle written in
our minds by nature,. .パ. He defines　the‘light of nature≒ｎ the following　way :“..., there
remains nothing by which it can be defined but reason and sense-percep tio n.”He assumes the
possib山ty of the joint exercise of sense and reason, and s町s　that two faculties) sense and
reason, as long as they serve one another, work together.　Sensation furnishes reason with
ideas of particular sense objects, and reason guides the faculty of sense so as to form new
images from those presented by sense-perception. '■'^
　Here we see the same account of “reason and sense-perception” as we find later in Ａ，１Ｅｓｓａｙ
cｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｓ
〜???????
Ｈｕ刀ｔａｎＸＪｎｄｅｒｓ£ａｎｄｉｎｅ'.　there･ tｏｏ･ ideas gained by sense-perception are formed
・
John Locｋｅ, Ｔｘむｏ Ｔｒｅａtiｓｅｓｏｆ Ｃ･i・il Go・ｅｒｎｍｅｎt．II, 135.
Ｗ。 von Leyden, op. cit. , p. 125.
Ibid. p. 133.
Ｗ.　von Leyden, op. cit. ; p. 147.
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into knowledge by the activity of reason （Ｅｓｓａｖ，II, viii, 8). It is precisely this process
which Locke calls ‘ｅχperience≒but we cannot so far find in Locke's treatment ａ more analytical
explanation than that sense and reason, which are quite different in character, can work together
through the medium of ideas.
　The fourth essay is the most detailed of the Ｅｓｓａｙｓ０,１th≪ Ｌａｗ of　ＮａｔｕＴ･ｅ，　in so far as
it concerns our knowledge of the Law of Nature. Reason, Locke says here, is the faculty of
arguing from the known to the unknown, and by this faculty men can achieve knowledge of
the Law of Nature, by building on sense･experience. Beginning from sense-experience is not
the same as beginning from an axiom in mathematics. ''^ Through sense-perception regularities
are presented to us. Arguing from these regularities, reason seeks the origin, cause and creator
of the world, and thus reaches God.“Hence　it appears clearly that, with sense･perception
showing the way. reason can lead us to the knowledge of a laｗ･maker or some superior power
to which we are necessarily subje?ソ2）Ｈｅｒｅ，iyl deducing 巾ｅ principle by which the lごａｗ
of Nature may be known, Locke established in place of the epistemological method of mediaeval
scholasticism ａ new method combining sense ｗithｒｅａsｏｎ.（3）ＴｈｅGod described as law-maker
in the first essay on the Law of Nature becomes in the fourth the God that is immanent in
nature.　Later on, Locke modifies the actual terminology : the Law of Nature becomes the
Rule of Nature (this is further termed the Reason of Nature as ａ result of equating the Rule
of Nature with Reason). The God who is the basis of　the natural world is also the basis of
the Law of the human　world, and of　the morality governing human conduct.　This is why
Locke considered that the problem of the principle of morality, was part of the general problem
of the Law of Nature.
　The idea that knowledge of the Law of Nature （ｏｒ Rule of Nature) is acquired by using
sense-experience as the first step, means　that‘nature', conceived as the object of scientific
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●enquiry, is thought to be the same as ‘Nature≒in the Law of Nature. The doctrine which
will be developed later in the ＴｖｕｏＴｒｅａtiｓｅｓｏｆ Ｃｉｖil Goｖｅｒｎ。ｌｅｎt　ａndＡ７１Ｅｓｓりｃｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｇ
Ｈ皿１のａ　Ｕｎｄｅｒｓほれｄ緬ｇhas already been established.
　In post･Renaissance thought, the concept of ‘human nature' has replaced the ancient and
mediaeval concept of ‘essentia hominis' i.e.‘ratio'. To Hobbes and Locke, man was essentially
ａ sensory being, embodying numerous (doubtless instinctive) desires, among which that for
self･preservation was the most important. They saw　civil society　as an aggregation of such
beings, and the human being in such ａ society as ａ natural being･ The modern Law of Nature
is thus ａ Law of Nature based on human ‘nature'. Such an ｉr!terpretation of Man as ａ sensory
being well accords with by the factual and analytical spirit of modern science. By making
Man objective and interpreting him as if he were an inanimate object, we can discover human
nature. Human reason as utilised in natural science sets up this essential distinction between
subject and object, and is thus enabled to treat the Law of Nature as an object of knowledge
in itself ； as Locke says : “.. . there is ａ harmony between this law 〔the Law of Nature〕and
(1.) W. von Leyden, op. cit. , p. 147, also see, Essay, IV, viii, 8 ，here Locke says that the method
　of scholasticism that argues from ａχiom is useless for the advancement of knowledge.
(2) Ibid. , op. cit. , p. 155.
(3) The same method is used in his later woｔｋ,　Ａｎ Ｅｓｓａｙ　ｃｏｎｃｅｒ几乱ｇ　ＨｕｍａｎＵ ｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｉｎｇ,where
　he elaborates his ‘theory of ideas'.
５the rational nature 〔of ｍａｎ〕,and this harmony can be known by the ‘light of nature'...”(1)
　Because of this ham!ony, man is morally bound by the Law of Nature. But this harmony
through the law of Nature, between man and God, does not compromise God as the creator
of nature, and human reason can only recognize Him through natｕｒｅ.（2）lnthis lies the limit
of purely human nature, a limit which is considered explicitly in Locke's argument concerning
revelation and intuition, discussed below.
　To summarise : the Law of Nature is both the Law of God's will and the Law of Reason ；
it is known to Man through the ‘light of nature'. Locke's ‘light of nature' is not the ‘lumen
naturale' of the scholastics, but　what he defines as the‘joint exercise of sense-perceptio n and
reason'. The structure of the ‘light of nature' can be understood by his two, statements : that
sense-perception presents to human reason ideas of objects in the natural world･ and that reason
argues from ideas presented and thus becomes cognisant of the Law of Nature and the will
of God. The Law of Nature is in the same objective　world of cognition as is nature itself.
The Law of Nature is the ‘1eχ divinum voluntarium'. This dependence on the ‘will of God'
means that moral principle also has its foundation in the Law of Nature. Such thinking sets
even the principle of morality upon as 石rm a base as the principle of scientific enquiry.
　The process of translating the object into ideas through sense inevitably involves analysing
the object into　ideas―this is Locke's theory of ideas一and the process of creating knowledge
by reason from such ideas uses ａ link comparable with experiment in modern natural science.
This is, in other words, the well-known process of analysis and synthesis. The fact that
Locke believed and advocated ，that morality may also be established with the certainty of
mathematical demonstration　still does　not contradict the　fact that　his epistemology　is fｕｎ･
damen tally the same as that of natural science. χNe must not overlook the modern scientific
spirit that runs　through　Locke's epistemology, and the ‘light of nature' mentioned in his
Ｅｓｓａｙ'ｓｏｎ画ｅＬａｌむｏｆ'Ｎａｔｕｒｅmust be understood from an empirical point of view.
（２）
　But in Ａ７１ＥｓｓりｃｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｇＨｕｍａｎ　Ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｉｎｇ，Booksl and II･ Locke may be seen
as clarifing and developing what he means by the‘joint exercise of sense and reason'. He says
that sense and ‘reflection' present ideas of objects (respectively ｅχternal and internal) to reason,
which itself argues from such presented ideas. The ‘ideas of sensation', roughly like sense-
data for Russell, can be readily associated with the world of Newtonian physics. Indeedi from
one point of view, it may be said that Locke's whole theory of knowledge is specially suited
to the assumptions of Newtonian physics｡
　But in Book IV　Locke now introduces the further concept of‘intuition' when discussing
the degree of certainty of knowledge （Ｅｓｓａｙ，　＼V,ii, ff). In Book IV of the Essay, recalling
the theme of earlier books he restricts our knowledge tｏ‘ideas' and says :
(1) W. von Leyden, op. cit. , p. 199 (the･seventh essay).
(2) As will be seen． 　ｖｎ Ａ７１ＥｓｓａｙｃｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｇＨｕｍａｎ　Ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｉｎｇ，Locke's discussion of the
　proofs of the existence of God makes ａ similar・point, in that human reason recognizes God as
　Creator from the existence of man or the “visible works of creation” (.Essay l， iii, 9 and IV, ｘ，
　3, 4;χ, 7.).
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　“Since the mind, in all its thoughts and reasonings, hath no other immediate object but
its own ideas, which it alone does or can contemplate, it is evident that our knowledge is
only conversant about them" (Ｅｓｓａｙ，IV, i, 1). Kr!owledge in fact arises from “the perception
of agreement or disagreement of two ideas"(Ｅｓｓａｙ，IV, i, 2). And t゛hen, he divides　this
proposition of agreement or disagreement into‘three categories :　intuitive, demonstrative and
sensitive.
　Ｉｎtｕitiｖｅｋｎｏｖａｌｅｄｅｅis that in which “the 皿ind perceives the agreement or disagreement
of two ideas immediately by themselves" and it has complete certainty and is compelling
‘evidence'.£)ｅｍｏｎｓtｒａ£iりｅｋｎｏｒｖｌｅｄｇｅis that which finds agreement or disagreement by the
intervention of other ideas, that is, by reasoning ； this has certainty, but is ａ certainty which
depends on intuition (aS is shown below).　Ｓｅｎｓitiｖｅ ｋｎｏｘｖｌｅｄｇｅｉｓ that “of existence of
particular ｅχternal objects by that perception and consciousness we have of the actual entrance
of ideas from them ； it goes beyond bare probability, but does not reach perfect certainty"
(Ｅｓｓａｖ，IV, ii, 1-14).
　It is in Book IV of the Ｅｓｓａ-ｙthat we find Locke's concept of intuition in its most ex-
plicit form.χA^e have intuitive knowledge of our own existence, demonstrative knowledge of
the existence of God, and sensitive knowledge of the existence of other things (Ｅｓｓａｙ，IV,
ii･ 1 ； iii, 21). But demonstrative knowledge of the existence of God must be reached by
using ideas whose certainty, stage by stage, is derived from intuitive knowledge.“Now in
every step reason makes in demonstrative knowledge, there is an intuitive knowledge of that
agreement or disagreement it seeks with the next intermediate idea which it uses as a proof"
{Essay, IV, ii, 7). In this way demonstrative knowledge involves ａ series of intuitions.
　Concerning knowledge of the existence of God : when we compare this process of argument,
which uses the concept of intuition and reason, with that in the Ｅｓｓａｙｓｏｎ　tｈｅＬａｌり（ザ
l＾ａtｕｒｅ-,we shall　find that‘intuition≒　with　its ideas,　in Book IV plays　the part of what
was merely called ‘sense-perception' in the Ｋｓｓａｙｓｏｎ 硫ｅ Ｌａｖｕｏｆ Naれぼｅ.べＮｅ can see that
his argument　in the latter is　the earlier form of　his cosmological proof of　the existence of
God, and that the activity of intuition must have been implied in his concept of joint exercise
of sense and reason. that　is the ‘light of nature'. In other words, the theory of knowledge
that Locke mentioned in hVｓ Ｅｓｓａｙｓｏｎ 決ｅ ｈａｒｖ　ｏｆＮａtｕｒｅ,　＼ｎso far as it concerns knowledge
of the ｅχistence of God with, mathematical certainty, is expressed in Book IV more precisely
in terms of the activity of intuition―an activity that was merely implicit in his earlier concept
of ‘light of nature'. Such knowledge may still be reached by reason through ideas, although
there will be an eχercise of intuition at each stage of the argument. All this needs to be read
into Locke's assertion that : “The existence of ａ God, reason　clearly makes　known to ｕs"
(£ｇのh IV, xi, 1).
　But we may now ask : can we, according to Locke, reach the knowledge of God without
reasoning ？ Is the cosmological argument the only way to reach the knowlaJge of God ？These
are most important questions in relation to the religious theory of Locke as an empiricist,
although he says explicitly that sense and intuition reach but ａ very little way (Ｋｓｓａｙ,IV,
　●●●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　jxviii, 2).
　These questions can best be answered, by first noting Locke's distinction between propositions
according to reason, propositions above reason, and propositions contrary to reason. Locke ex･
７presses the distinction as follows.
　“1. According to reason are such propositions whose truth we can discover by examining
and treating those ideasトwe have from　sensation and reflection； and natural deduction find to
　　　　　　　　　　.’－　sbe true or probable.　ト
　2. Above reason are 斗ch propositions whose truth or probability we cannot by reason derive
from those principles.
　3. Contrary to reason are such propositions as　are inconsistent with or irreconcilable to our
clear and dijistinctideas”（ＥｓｓａｖjIV, xvii, 23)”.
　The first kind of propositions, ‘according to reason≒are those which l have argued as basic
to Locke's theory of knowledge.
　The third kind of propositions, ‘contrary to reason≒are those which do not yield knowledge.
　The second kind of propositions,‘above reason≒are the most important for the purpose of
this argument, as propositions which are above reason cannot be ｄｅｄｕｃｅｄ　fｒｏｍparticularideas･
These are the propositions of ‘faith≒as Locke says （Ｅｓｓａｙ,IV,xviii, 7). Faith is our assent
to revelation,‘which absolutely determine our minds, and as perfectly excludes all wavering,
as our knowledge itself（Ｅｓｓａｙ,IV, xvi, 14). Then making ａ comparison between the tｗｏ･
reason and faith, Locke says:
　“Reason therefore here, as contradistinguished to faith, I take to be the discovery of the
certainty or probability of such propositions or truths, which the mind arrives at by deduction
made from such　ideas, which　it has　got by the use of natural faculties, viz. by sense and
reflection.
　“Faith, on the other hand, is the assent to any proposition, not thus made out by the
deduction of reason, but upon the credit of the proposer, as coming from God, in some ｅｘ･
traordinary way of communication. This way of discovering truth to ｍｅｎ･we call revelation”
{.Ｋｓｓａｙ，IV,xviii, 2).
　Now, we must consider this statement of Locke's about revelation. since he admits that ａ
truth of revelation is shown by God without reasoning. Yet while revelation is above reason,
it must be, at the same time, .as clear and as self-evident as reason. The truth of revelation
is also said to be ‘judged of by reason, that is : whether it is a divine revelation or not
（Ｋｓｓａｙ，IV, xviii, 8). Thus he says, “Reason　is naturalヽrevelation･・.:revelation is natural
reason...”{Essay, IV, xix, 4).Ｗｅ see, now, that　reason and revelation are very closely
allied. Later, revelation is called a ‘light of mind≒　or the ‘light within' (Ｅｓｓａｖ，IV,xix,
10； 13； 14). These phrases must　correspond to his‘common　light of reason' inＥｓｓａｙ，I，
iii, 9, in which he writes about the idea of God けherefore, this 'light of reason' can possibly
be understood to mean ‘intuition'（Ｋｓｓａｙ-，　＼Ｖ，ii，1）.（1）
　For Locke, the means to the knowledge of God is ‘intuition'. This itself is exercised in
two ways : on the one hand, in the act of reasoning about ideas･ which characterize the cos-
mological proof, and the argument from design (Essay, IV,χ, 3, 4, 7) and is natural revelation；
and on the other hand, in the intuitive perception of miracles　leading to an equally intuitive
discernment of　God's power such as lies at the basis of　the Christian faith.ぐ2）Ａｃｃｏrdinglｙ，
(1) Cf. Fraser's edition of Essay。vol. 1, p. 99, footnote 2.
(2) JoRn Locke,‘Ａ Discourse of Mirac＼ｅｓ', ＼ｎ ＪｏＪｉＪtＬｏｃｆｅｅ： ＴｌｉｅＲｅａｓｏｎａｂｌｅｎｅｓｓｏｆ Ｃtiｒiｓtianiり
　ｔりUK Ａ　Ｅ)i　ｓｃｏｔiｒｓｅｏｆ ＭｉｒａｃＪｅｓ，edited, abridged and introduced by l. T. Ramsey, pp. 84-85.
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the ‘light of nature' or the ﾌﾞlight of reason' as the principle of knowledge now turns out to
unite both intuition and reason―and these two t恥mselves seem to be regarded as the faculties
through which revelation （of both kinds especially natural revelation) is also received｡
　ＣｏｎｃＺｉｉｓｉｏｎ:In BcxDks l and II oi Ａｎ Ｅｓｓａｙ ｃｏｎｃｅｒｎｉｎｇＨｕｍａｎ　Ｕｎｄｅｒｓｔａｎｄｉｎｇ・Locke's
basis for human knowledge is termed the ‘ligh of nature' and follows very closely the em-
pirical standpoint of the later essays in the Ｅｓｓａｙｓｏｎ　tｈｅＬａｔｕ ｏｆ Ｎａｔｕｒｅ，while in Book
IV it becomes the ‘light of reason'. the two phrases thus merging into each other. Furthermore,
when he speaks of　the‘light of reason',‘reason' is now broadly understood to include not
only ‘reasoning' but that ‘intuition' which all reasoning about ideas involves. The ‘light of
reason' is thus the joint ｅχercise, upon ideas, of intuition and reason, which is. in its turn,
called natural revelation. In adopting this position, he still remains an empiricist not ａ ratio-
nalist; for, although he introduces　‘intuition' a5 the basis of all certainty, he still does not
work with any concept of innate ideas, but can be seen in his concept of intuition to be
elucidating the link which makes possible that ’‘joint exercise of sense and reason' on which
he insists from the start.
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